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Abstract 
In the study of orthogonal polynomials on the unit circle T, one can only state the orthogonality of the kernel polynomials 
in very few situations (Tasis, 1989). Nevertheless, in the study of orthogonal polynomials on the unit circle one can pose 
the problem in the same terms as in the real line: 
Given a regular and hermitian functional u in the space of Laurent polynomials one can consider its modified form by 
a polynomial of degree one, (z - ~)u. Since this new functional is not hermitian for any complex ~, we cannot consider 
orthogonality in the usual sense. Instead we speak about biorthogonality (Sufirez, 1993) with respect o (z - ~)u. 
In the present paper we focus our attention on this last problem. In Section 1 we study the regularity of (z - ~)u 
under the assumption on the regularity of u. One of the main results is Theorem 1.3 in which we prove that the right 
monic orthogonal polynomial sequence related to ( z -  ~)u is the sequence of monic kernel polynomials/~(z, ~).In case of 
orthogonality in the usual sense we also obtain, in Theorems 1.8 and 1.9, the functionals and the measures of orthogonality 
in the positive definite case. In Section 2 we give the differential equation satisfied by the sequence {K~(z, ~)}~  in the 
semiclassical case. 
Finally, in the last section, we study some properties concerning the roots of kernel polynomials and, in order to 
compute the roots, we obtain that the zeros of Kn(z, ~) are the eigenvalues of a certain matrix. 
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AMS classification." 42C05 
I. Biorthogonality and orthogonality of kernels 
Let A be the space of  Laurent polynomials,  that is, A=span{zk}k~_ and let u '  A- -~C be a l inear 
hermit ian and regular functional.  I f  we denote the moments  by un- -u (z  n) for n E 2~ we say that: 
u is hermit ian i f  u_n = u~ for all n E N. 
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u is regular if the principal submatrices of the moment matrix are nonsingular, that is, 
Vn >~ O, An = det(u(zi-J))i=o,...,n;j=o,...,n ~ O. 
In this case we denote Vn i> 0, en = An/A,-I with A-1 = 1. 
Let {q~n(z)}n~N be the monic orthogonal polynomial sequence related to u (M.O.P.S.(u)) and 
{K,(z, Y)}n~n the sequence of kemels defined by K,(z, y) = ~=0 ek-lC~k(Z)C~k(Y) • 
For a fix complex number ~ we define the following functional ~: A ~ C by VP E A ~(P(z))= 
u( (z -  ~)P(z)). Since ~ is a nonhermitian functional [5] we denote, in the regular case, by 
{~b,L(Z)}n~ the left monic orthogonal polynomial sequence related to ~ (L.M.O.P.S.(~)) and 
by {qSnR(Z)},~ the right monic orthogonal polynomial sequence related to ~ (R.M.O.P.S.(~)). 
We recall that we say {qS~(z)}n~n is the L.M.O.P.S.(~) if 
(i) Vn1>0, deg~,L(z)=n;  
(ii) VQE Pn-,, ~(4~(z)Q(z-1)) =0.  
VQEPn, degQ(z)=n, ~(q~(z)Q(z-l)) ¢ 0 (n = 0,1 .. . .  ). 
In the same way we say {~b~(z)}n~N is the Ral4.0.P.S.(~) if
(i) Vn/> 0, deg 4~,R(z)= n; 
(ii) VQE ~l~n_l, ~(Q(z)-~n(Z-l)) =0;  
VQEPn, degQ(z)=n, ~(Q(z)c~(z- '))#O (n=0,1  .. . .  ). 
As our aim is to study this new functional ~, first of all we recall the following result: 
Theorem 1.1. (i) ~ is regular if and only if Vn >1 O, ~Pn(~) # O. Besides, the L~I.O.P.S.(~) is 
given by: 
(ii) { (z -  ~)~,L(Z)}n~N is quasi-orthogonal of order one with respect o u. 
Proof. See [8,11]. [] 
Corollary 1.2. I f  ~ is regular then 
q~n+l(O) . . , .  ~). 
Vn >t 1, ckL,(z) = ckn(z) ~ en^n_~tz, 
In particular, for ~ = 0 
~n+l(0),, 
Vn/> 1, 4,.~(z) = ~n(Z) ~ ~' -- 14'.(0)1=)~.-1(Z). 
Proof. See [11]. [] 
Next we prove that the sequence of normalized kernels defined by 
K,(z, ~) 
K.(z,  ~) = e n - -  
4~n(~) 
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is the right monic orthogonal polynomial sequence related to ~. 
Theorem 1.3. (i) I f  ~ is regular then RA4.0.P.S.(~) is given by 
K,(z, o~) 
Vn/> 0, q~(z)= e , - -  (1.1) 
Cn(~) 
(ii) Conversely, the sequence defined by (1.1) is the R.M.O.P.S.(~). In particular, for ~ = O, 
¢~*(z) *R(z)-- 
Proof. (i) If we write 
n--I 
Vn f> 1, (z -1 - ~)(¢~(z) - ¢~(0)) = -~¢, (z )  + E ~,,:~j(z) 
j=0 
we obtain 
u((z - ~)(¢-~R(z-~) -- CR(0))~s(Z)) = 2.,jej for j = 0 .... ,n -- 1, 
that is 
,~(~RnR(Z-1 )~)j(Z )) -- ~R( O )u(z~)j(Z ) ) + O~(~R( O )u( ~)j(Z ) ) = ~n,jej. 
By applying the orthogonality relations with respect o u and ~ we get 
2~,0=¢R(0)(¢1(0)+~) and 2.,j=¢R(o)¢j+I(O) for l~<j~<n- -1  
and therefore 
(1 - ~z)¢~(z) = -~4, . ( z )  + ¢~(o) zC j (z )4 j+, (o )  + 1 . (1.2) 
For e # 0, if we take z = ~- 1 in (1.2) we deduce 
4~(o) = ¢"(~-~) , ( i ) . (1.3) 
Finally, if we substitute (1.3) in (1.2) and take into account he Christoffel-Darboux formula we get 
(1.1). 
For ~ = 0 Eq. (1.2) is CR(z) R * Z ----¢,(0)¢, ( ) and therefore CR(z) -  ¢*(Z) 
~.(0) 
(ii) Let us consider the sequence {¢R(z)},e~ defined by the expression (1.2) before, that is 
(z - ~)~(z  -~) = ~(z - ' )  + ¢~(O)z'-°¢.(z). 
Next we prove that 
~(¢j(Z)~n(Z-1))=kn(~j,n for j :O  . . . .  ,n with k. # 0 Vn. 
410 
Indeed: 
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~( OAz )~(z - '  )) = u( 4)j(z )(z - ~ )4)~,(z - '  ) ) = u( 4~s(z ) ( -~T , (z - '  ) + On~(O)z'-"O,(z))) 
: --~6j..ej + dpR(O)U(On(Z)~)j(Z)Z '-n) 
with 
u( ck,(z )4)j(z )z 1-') = o 
which implies 
e( ck j (z)~(z  -~ )) = o 
For ~ ¢ O, since 
~R(o)- ~*(~) 
~,(~) 
we get that 
for j < n, U(O,(Z)dpn(Z)Z l-n) = U(Z~pn(Z)) = --~),+l(O)en 
for j < n and ~d(dp,(z)dpRn(z-[)) = --e,(~x + ~bR(O)~bn+l(O)). 
~.(~-1) 
¢0.(~-' ) 
£(C~n(Z)--~n(z-l))=--en (~-I - ~bn(E-l)On+l(O)) 
4'*(~-') 
For ~ : O, 
~bn+ 1 (0 .~) )  
e(c~,,(z)-~,(z-')) : -en-~n(O)dPn+,(O) : --en dp,(O) 
= - e , - -  $0 .  ~.(~) 
$0.  [] 
Corollary 1.4. (i) I f  we denote by e', = ~(~(z )z - ' )=  ~(z'~pR(z-1)) then 
~,+1(~) 
- - .  Vn >/0, e' n = -en ~n(~) 
(ii) For ~ S O, such that ~b,(~ -1 ) = O, we have c~(O) = 0 and then 
(1 - ~)~(z )  = -~z~. (z ) .  
Moreover, since in this case (~,+1(~)= ~(~n(~), it fol lows 
(z - ~)~(z )  = ~.+, (z )  - ~ . (z ) .  
(iii) I f  Vn >1 l, ~b,(~ -l ) ~ 0 then Vn >~ l, 0~(0) S 0 and f rom the R.M.O.P.S. we obtain the 
L.M.O.P.S. as fol lows 
vn >1 1, 4~*._,(z)= 4'~"(~) -~4~"._,(z) 
~R(O) 
Proof. It is immediate from the theorem. [] 
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Remark 1.5. Let ~ be the following functional fi = (z -1 -~)u ,  that is 
f i(P(z)) = u((z- '  - ~)P(z)).  
It is immediate to conclude that the sequence {/£,(z,~)),c~ is the L.M.O.P.S.(~). 
With respect o the study of the orthogonality of kernels in the usual sense we recall the following 
result: 
Theorem 1.6. I f  {~b,(z)},c~ is an M.O.P.S. related to 7 (that is, related to a regular hermitian 
functional), then {k , (z ,~)} ,~ is an orthogonal polynomial sequence related to T if and only if 
~b0(z) = 1, $1(z) =z  - /~ - (1 - i~lZ)(~ - ~)(1~12 - i~1=)- ' ;  
Vn>~2, C~n(Z)=Z"-2(Z--~-')(Z--~) with 0#]~]# 1 and]~]#]/~[# l. 
Besides, the sequence of normalized kernels is given by 
R°(z, ~) = z"- 'R1 (z, ~). 
Proof, See [13]. [] 
Corollary 1.7. Let {~b,(z)},~ be an M.O.P.S. related to T and let ~ and fl be such that 0 # ]~[ # 1 
and 1~1 # 1131 # 1. 
I f  {/£.(z,~)}.~ is an orthogonal polynomial sequence related to T, then 
R,(z, ~) = z"-~(z - /~).  
Proof. It is immediate from the theorem if we calculate/£~(z,~). [] 
In the case the sequence of normalized kernels is orthogonal we obtain, in the next theorems, the 
functionals and the measures of orthogonality. In fact, in the positive definite case we obtain that 
both sequences are orthogonal with respect o rational modifications of the Lebesgue measure. 
Theorem 1.8. Let U be the Lebesgue functional on the unit circle. 
(i) I f  L is the hermitian solution of the functional equation 
(z - /~) (z  -~ - ~)(z - ~-~)(z -~ - ~- l )L  = U 
verifying the initial conditions: 
oo =L(1)= I~1~(I/~1=- I~1~) 
I~ -  ~12(I/~1 ~ - 1 ) (1~¢ - 1)'  c, =L(z )= 
and 
C2 = Z(z2 ) = ( (z -  ]~)(X ~t_ ~]~_ 1~12)(~_ ~)/~21~12c0 
~(1~12 -I/~l 2) 
with 0 # I~1-~ 1 and I~1 J= I~1 ~ 1. 
o¢(1 - I~12) - f l(1 - I~12) 
i~12 - i~1 ~ Co 
then the M.O.P.S.(L) is the sequence {~bn(Z)}n~ defined in Theorem 1.6. 
412 
(ii) I f  T is the hermitian solution o f  the functional equation 
(z -  fl)(z -I - f l )T= U with [fl] 5 ~ 1, 
verifying the initial conditions 
1 8 
too=T(1) -  and ml = T(z ) -  
1 - I f l l  2 1 -181 =' 
then the M.O.P.S.(T) is the sequence o f  normalized 
Corollary 1.7. 
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kernels {/£,(z,~x)},c~ defined in 
Proof. (i) The sequence of moments corresponding to L, {c,},~z verifies the following difference 
equation: 
~a-lc.+2 _ (a-1 + 8 + 810~[ -2 + ~-11812)c.+1 + (1 + la1-2 + 1812 + ~-1  + 8~-1 + 18121~1-2)c. 
1, n=0,  
_ (~- l+f l+f l~ l -2+~- l l f l2 )Cn_ l+f~- lc . _z= 0, he0 .  
The solution L of this equation verifying the initial conditions of  the statement with c_~ = ~ is 
herrnitian and satisfies 
Vn, m L(¢n(z)¢m(z-1)) =k.fn,m with kn ¢ 0 Vn. 
Indeed: 
L(1) = Co, 
L(¢, (z) )  = L(z + ¢1(0)) = C1 "~- ¢ l (O)Co  = O, 
L(¢I(Z)-'~I(Z -1 ) )= L(¢l(Z)Z -1 ) = Co + ¢1(0)Cl ¢ O, 
L(¢2(z) )  = L( (z  - ~- ' ) ( z  - 8 ) )  = c2 - (~-~ + 8)c~ + 8~-1Co = O, 
L(¢2(z)-~I(Z -1 )) = L(¢2(z)z -1 ) = c, - (~-1 + 8)Co q_ 8-~-1Cl = O. 
For 
1, n=0,  
n,m >~ 2, L (¢ , (z )¢ , , (z -1) )=u(zn-m) = 0, he0 .  
Next we prove for n > 2 that L(¢ , (z ) )= 0. It is easy to check that L(¢3(z) )= 0. Since 
L( ¢. (z ) ) = L(z"-2 (z - -~-' )(z - fl) ) = L(z ' - '  (z - ~-  1 )(z - fl)(z-I _ -~) + -flL( ¢.+l (z ) ) 
= u(z n) + ot-lL(zn(z - ~-l) (z  - fl)(z -1 - fl)) + -flL(¢n+l(Z)) 
= ~- 'L (z" - ' ( z  - -~- ' ) ( z  - 8 ) )  - -~- 'L (zn(z  - ~- l ) ( z  - 8 ) )  + 8~(¢.+1(z) )  
= (~-1 + ~)L(¢.+~(z) )  - ~- lL (¢ .+2(z ) )  
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then by induction we conclude that L(qb,(z)) = 0, Vn > 2. Finally, for n > 2 
L( On(z)-~l(z -I ) = L( ~)n(Z)Z -1 --b q~n(Z)q~l(O)) = L( (O._~(z) ) + ~91( O)L( ~)n(Z) ) = O. 
(ii) See [3]. [] 
Theorem 1.9. I f  I~1 > 1, I/~1 < 1 and ]cq~[ 2 + 1 < [~12 + 1]312 then the sequence {~n(z)},~N defined 
in Theorem 1.6 is the M.O.P.S. related to the measure dO/[2rclz-/~1~1 z -~-'1~]. In this case the 
sequence of kernels {/(,(z, g)},e~ is the M.O.P.S. related to the measure dO/2nlz - 812. 
Proof. In the conditions of  the statement i holds that Vn/> 1, [(~n(0)[ < 1. Therefore, the sequence 
{q~,(z)}neN is the M.O.P.S. related to a Borel finite and positive measure on ql- [6]. 
In order to obtain the measure we calculate: 
lfo2  
l f o2~ 2r~ 
2n Jo 
dO ~ fv zdz 
iz _ ~121z _ ~- , i  z = 2rci~ ( z_~) (z_cO(z_~- ! ) (z_ -~ -' ) 
= ~ (~ - ~)(I/~1 ~- -  i ) ( /~  - 1) + 
1~12(I/~1  - I~12) 
= 18-  ~12(I/~12- 1)(1~[ 2 -  l )  =co  
z dO o~ f z z dz 
[z-~lZlz-~-~l 2 =2ni~ ( z_~) (z_~) (z_E -~) (z_ -~ 1) 
=-~ #-~)( la~- i ) (#~- l )  (~-~)(1~[~--1)(~-1 
z2dO ~ ~ Z 3 dE, 
i z _ /~121z_~- ! l  2 -2~i~ (z-13)(z-~)(z-~-')(z--~-') 
= 1) 
\ 
= c2 with z = 
(~- ~)(1~12 - 1)(t~- l) 
e io. 
/ 
(~- ~)(I~I ~ I ) (~~-  I) 
C! 
Finally, if we proceed in the same way as in the previous theorem we conclude 
1 f2n ~Pn(z)~pm(z)dOi2 =,5, m with z = e i0. 
Vn, m, ~ Jo I z - /~121z-~ - '  ' 
For the measure corresponding to the kernel polynomials ee [12, Theorem 11.2, p. 289]. [] 
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2. Recurrence relations and differential properties 
Theorem 2.1. For ~ E C such that Vn, c~n(~) ~ 0 the polynomials {Kn(z, ~)},c~ satisfy the following 
three-term recurrence relation: 
(9*(o~)Kn+,(z,o~)= (Z-~n*n(O~)+ (]~n~+l(~)q~n(0~))~n+l(~) /~ (Z, ~
- e"q~"+l(c~)ck"-l(~)zk._l(z,c~) with/£0(z,~) -- 1 and K_l(z,~) = O. 
e.-lqS.(~) 
Proof. See [7]. [] 
Theorem 2.2. Vn/> 1, the sequence of kernels satisfies the following recurrence relation: 
Xn-,(~, ~)e.(1 - ]c~12)Xn(z, ~) = (1~.*(~)12 -z~ldp.(~)12)X.-,(z, ~) + ~)n(O~)~)~n (~) (z  - o~)X;-l(Z, 0~). 
Proof. From the Christoffel-Darboux formula 
: ~._,(~)~.* ,(z) - ~4~.-,(~)z4~.-,(z). Vn/> 1, e._l(1 -~z)K._ l (z ,~) * 
If we apply the . .  operator we get 
Vn >1 1, e._l(z - ~)K*_l(z,o~) = -~q~.-l(~)4)*l(z) + qS*l(~)z~b.-l(z). 
From the system constituted by the above equations we obtain the following expressions for ~b* ~(z) 
and ~._l(z): 
(1  - I~lZ)K._,(~, ~)~n*_,(z) = ~.* ,(~)(1 - ~z)K._ , (z .~)  + ~4~.-~(~)(z - ~)K.*_,(z. ~). (2.1) 
(1 - [c~12)K._l(~,~)zd~._~(z) = c~._~(~)(z* - ~)K*_~(z,~)+ ~q5._~(7)(1 -~z)K._~(z,~). (2.2) 
On the other hand, if we substitute the Szeg6 recurrence relations for monic polynomials [6] in the 
Christoffel-Darboux formula we obtain 
4'. (~)4~. (z) - ~4~.(~)z4~.(z) e.(1 - ~z)K.(z, cO = * * 
= (~)~n(O~) -- O~n(O~)~)n(O)z)~)LI(Z ) -~- (~n~(0{)~n(0) -- O~)n(O~)Z)Z~)n_I(Z ). 
If we substitute relations (2.1) and (2.2) in the above expression we have 
(1 - [~12)enX.-~(~,~)(1 - ~z)K.(z,~) 
=( l  -- ~..Z)Kn-I(Z , 0~)(~n~(~)[~Ll((~) "q~~n- l (~)(~n(0)]  -- O~(t~n(O~)Z[~)n-l(O~) 
+ 4, . (0)~L,(~)])  + (z - ~)x.,*_,(z. ~) (~.* (~) [~._ , (~)  + ~. (0 )~L , (~) ]  
-- ~)n(~)z[~bL 1(0~ ) -'~ ~n_l(0~)~n(0)]).  
Finally, by applying the Szeg6 recurrence relations we obtain the result. [] 
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Differential properties are well known for orthogonal polynomials on the real line. Instead, for 
orthogonal polynomials on the unit circle very few results are known: 
Definition 2.3. A hermitian linear functional u in A is called semiclassical if there exist two poly- 
nomials A(z) 7~ 0 and B(z) such that D(A(z )u)= B(z)u. 
I f  degA(z )= p' and max{p' - 1,deg[(p' - 1)A(z)+ B(z) ]}- -q  we say that u is of class ( i f ,  q). 
Theorem 2.4. The M.O.P.S. {~n(z)}n~ related to a regular and semiclassical functional verifies: 
(1) A structure relation: 
Vn >t p + 1,zA(z)(a'.(z) = S.(z)c~n(z) + r.(z)q~*(z) 
with degS.(z) ~< max( i f ,  p - 1}, deg T.(z) <~ p - 1 and p = max{p' ,degB(z)}.  
zn t For n <. p, (9.(z) = S. (z)~.(z)  + T. (z)~*(z)  
with degS.(z)  = n - 1 and deg f'n(Z) <. n -- 1. 
(2) A second order differential equation: 
+ + C . (z )¢ . ( z )  = 0 
with degA.(z) ~< 3p + 1, degBn(z) <<. p and degCn(z) <~ 3p-  1. 
Proof. See [13]. [] 
Next we prove that the sequence of kernels satisfies a second order differential equation whose 
coefficients are polynomials with degree independent of n. 
Theorem 2.5. I f  u is semiclassical, then the sequence of  kernel polynomials satisfies the following 
second order differential equation: Vn >>. p + 1, 
z2(1 ~) + [(A(z)A*(z)[(n - 3)~z - (n - 1)] ~z )A(z )A* (z )J (z, n )K~t (z, 
+ (1 - ~z)([A'(z)A*(z) + A(z)(A*(z) f ]z  + A(z)S*(z)  - A*(z)S.(z))) J (z ,  n) 
- (1 - ~z)zA(z)a*(z)J'(z,n)]zK'~(z,~) + (A*(z)S.(z) - A(z)S*(z) ÷ (n - 1)A(z)A*(z) 
- z[A'(z)A*(z) + A(z)(A*(z))'] + (1 - ~z)(T.(z)T*(z)  - S.(z)S*~(z))J(z, n) 
÷ zA(z)A*(z)J '(z, n) - (1 - ~z)(zQ' 1 (z, n)Q2(z, n) - zQ2(z, n)Ql(z, n)) 
+ ( 1 - ~z)dp*(~)(n - 1 )(A(z)T*(z)Q2(z, n) - A*(z)S.(z)Q1 (z, n)) 
+ n( 1 - ~z)Ql (z, n)Q2(z, n)]K.(z, c~) = 0 (2.3 ) 
/ 
with 
Ql(z,n) = -~zA*(z)~p.(~)Sn(z) - A(z)c~*(oOT*(z), 
Qz(z,n) = -~zA*(z)(a.(~)T.(z) + (n - 1)A(z)A*(z)c~*(~) - A(z)~b*(~)S*(z), 
J(z, n) = -~q~.(cQzQ2(z, n) - c~*(~)Q,(z, n). 
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For n <~ p the differential equation is valid with A(z )= z "-1, Sn(z) and T,(z) instead of  S,(z) 
and T,(z ), respectively. 
Proof. Consider the Christoffel-Darboux formula 
Vn ~> 0, e,(1 - Y~z)K,(z,~) = -~q~n(~)Zq~n(Z) + q~ (~)dp n(z). (2.4) 
If we take derivatives in (2.4) we get 
(1 - ~z)K'(z, ~) - ~e.K.(z, ~) = -~¢. (~)(¢ . (z )  + z¢'.(z)) + ¢*(~)(¢*(z)) '  (2.5) 
From (2.4) and (2.5) 
((1 - ~z)zK'(z, ~) - Kn(z, ~))e. = -¢* (~) (¢* (z )  - z(¢*(z)) ' )  - z2~-¢.(u)¢'.(z). (2.6) 
From n ~> p + 1 we obtain from (2.6) and the structure relation 
(( 1 - ~z)zK:(z, ~) - K.(z, ~))e.A(z)A*(z) = Ql (z, n)¢.(z)  + Q2(z, n)¢*(z) (2.7) 
with Ql(z,n) and Q2(z,n) given before. From (2.4) and (2.7) we obtain the following expressions 
for ¢.(z) and ¢*(z) 
J(z, n )dp.(z ) = ((1 - ~z )Q2(z, n) + qb*(oOA(z )A* (z ) )e.K.(z, ~) 
- z(1 - ~z)c~*(~)e.A(z)A*(z)K~.(z, ~), (2.8) 
J(z, n)49*(z) = (zo~q~.(~)A(z)A*(z) - (1 - ~z)Ql(z, n))e.K.(z, o~) 
- zZ~(1 - ~z)dp.(~)e.A(z)A*(z)K~(z, c~). (2.9) 
If we take derivatives in (2.7) and multiply by z: 
z2(1 - ~z)e.A(z)A*(z)K~'(z, ~)+ (-2zTxA(z)A*(z) + z(1 - ~z) 
× (At(z)A*(z) + A(z)(A*(z))t))enKtn(Z, o~) - (A'(z)A*(z) Jr- A(z)(A*(z))')e.zK.(z, or) 
t Z =z(Q'~(z,n)¢.(z) + Ql(Z,n)¢'.(z) + Q2( ,n)¢*(z)  + Q2(z,n)(¢*(z))'). (2.10) 
Next we calculate the second member of (2.10) as follows: 
By using the structure relation 
zQ~ (z, n )q~'.(z ) = (-zZ~.A* (z )d?.( ~ )S.(z ) - zA(z )q~*( ~ )T* (z ) )49 '.(z ) 
= - + 
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If we obtain z2~dp.(~)dp'.(z) from relation (2.6) then 
zQl(z,n)c~'.(z) : A* (z )S . (z ) ( ( z (1  - ~z)K'.(z, ~) - K . ( z ,~) )e .  + ~b. (~)q~. (z) - zq~*(~)(~b*(z))') 
- qS*(u)T*(z) (S. (z)dp.(z)  + T.(z)dp*(z)).  
Again, applying the structure relation: 
zQl (z, n)qS'.(z) : A*(z )S . (z ) (z (  1 - ~z)K'.(z, ~) - K.(z ,  ~))e.  
- 4,.*(~)((n - 1)A*(z)S.(z) - S.(z)S*.(z) + T.(z)I".*(z))ch*.(z). 
Proceeding in the same way we have: 
zQz(z, n)(dp*(z)) '  : -e .A (z )S* (z ) (z (  1 - ~z)K ' (z ,  ~) - Kn(z, ~)) + nQ2(z, n)dp*(z) 
+ (l".*(z)(z~4~.(~)l".(z) - (n - 1 )A(z )4 , . * (~) )  - z~4~.(~)S.(z)S*.(z))4~.(z). 
Then 
with 
z2(1 - ~z)e.A(z)A*(z)K"(z, o~) + ( -2z~4(z)A*(z)  + (1 - ~z)  
× (zA'(z)A*(z) + zA(z)(A*(z))' + A(z)S*.(z) - A*(z)S.(z)))ze.K'(z, ~) 
+ ( -A(z)S*(z )  + A*(z)S.(z) - z(A'(z)A*(z) + A(z)(A*(z))'))e.K.(z, ~) 
= R, (z, n )~. (z )  + R2(z, n)~.*  (z )  (2.11) 
R,(z, n) = zQ'~(z, n) + T*(z)(z~4~.(~)T.(z) - (n - 1)A(z)4,.*(~)) - z~4~.(~)S.(z)S*. (z) 
Rz(z, n) = zQ'2(z, n) - ~b*(~)((n - 1 )A* (z )S . (z )  - S . ( z )S* (z )  + T . (z )T* (z )  
- n(n - 1 )A(z )A* (z )  + nA(z )S* (z ) )  - nz~dp.(~)A*(z)T.(z) .  
If we multiply (2.11 ) by J ( z ,n )  and calculate in the second member J ( z ,n )¢ . (z )  and J ( z ,n )¢* (z )  
by using (2.8) and (2.9), respectively, we get (2.3). [] 
Corollary 2.6. The sequence {¢*(z )} .~ satisfies the fo l lowing differential equation: 
z2A(z )A* (z )T* (z ) (dp*(z ) )  '' + (A(z )T* (z ) ( (1  - n )A* (z )  + z (A* (z ) ) '  + S* (z ) )  
- A*(z)(zA(z) * ' - (V~ (z)) + l".*(z)S.(z)))z(4~*.(z))' 
- ( (nzA(z ) (A* (z ) ) '  - zA(z ) (S* (z ) ) '  - Tn(z )T* (z ) )T* (z )  
- (nA*(z )  - S* (z ) ) ( zA(z ) (T* (z ) ) '  - T* (z )S . (z ) )4~*(z)  = 0 Vn >~ p + 1. 
Proof. Since q~*(z)= e.K . (z ,~) ,  the corollary follows from the theorem taking ~ = 0. [] 
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3. Some properties about zeros of kernels 
Lemma 3.1. (i) For ~ ¢ 0, K*(z,~) and gn(z,~ -1 ) have the same roots. In particular for ~ET,  
Kn*(Z,~ ) and Kn(z, c~) have the same roots. 
(ii) V~E C, 0 /s not a common root of  K*(z,~) and Kn(z,~z). 
Proof. It is an immediate consequence of the following well-known equalities: 
(i) K*(z,a) = a"K.(z,~-~), 
(ii) K.(0,~) = e.-lq~*(a) and K.*(0,~) = e.-t(gn(~). [] 
Theorem 3.2. (i) I f  K.(O,~)= 0 then K.(z,a)=-~zKn_l(Z,a). 
(ii) I f  Kn(O,a) ~ 0 and (on(a) ~ 0 then K,(z,~) and K,_l(Z,~) have no common roots. 
Proof. (i) Since 
--1 * Z * Kn(z,~)=~zK._l(z,~)+e. ~)n( )~)n(0~) (3.1) 
and K.(0, a) = 0 -'. ;- ~b*(~) = 0, we get (i). 
(ii) Assume that there exists fl such that K.(fl, ~)= Kn_l(]~ , ~)= 0. Then, since q~*(~) # 0, we get 
from (3.1) ~b*(fi) = 0. 
On the other hand, since q~n(~) ~ 0, we get q~,(fl) = 0 which is a contradiction. [] 
Note. If ~. (~)  = 0 then K.(z, ~) = K._l(z, c~). 
Corollary 3.3. ( i) I f  1£,,(0, o~) : 0 then K*(z, ~) = c~K*_l(Z, ~). 
(ii) l f  Kn(O,~) ~ 0 and dp,(c~) ~ 0 then K*(z,c¢) and K*_l(Z,~ ) have no common roots. 
(iii) I f  ~bn(~) ~ 0 and K,(fl, ~) = 0 then ??*(fl) ~ O. 
(iv) I f  (~(~) = 0 and Kn(fl, ~) = 0 then ~*(fl) = O. 
Proof. The first two statements are immediate consequences of the preceding theorem. 
(iii) We distinguish between two cases: 
- -  If K,(0,cQ = 0 then K~(z,~) =~zK,_l(z,~). Since K,(fl, 7) = 0 then K,_l(fl, cQ = 0. Therefore 
~b,(fl) --- 0 which implies q~*(fl) ~ 0. (For fl = 0 the result is trivially true.) 
- -  If K,(0, c~) ~ 0 and q~n(~) ~ 0 then K,(z,~) and K,_l(Z, ~) have no common roots and K,(f l ,~)= 
~flK._l(fl, cQ+e-1  . *(cQ Therefore, 
(iv) If 0.(~) = 0 then K.(z, o~) = K,,_,(z, o~). Since K.(fi, ~) = EflK._l(fi, c~) + en-lO*(fl)O*(~) we 
deduce O*(fl) = O. [] 
Note. If ~b,(~) = 0 then K*(z, ~) = zK*_l(Z ,c~). 
In the next theorem we prove that the roots of the kemel polynomials are the eigenvalues of 
a Hessenberg matrix whose elements are given in terms of the Schur parameters associated to the 
sequence of orthogonal polynomials. 
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Theorem 3.4. Let ~ ¢ O. I f  dp.(a) ¢ 0 for all n then the roots of K.(z, ~) for n >~ 1 are the 
eigenvalues of the following matrix: 
with 
eo01(~ -1 ) 
eodP,(~_,~A, 1 0 0 ... 0 
el ~b2(~-I )_A 1 el ~2(~ -1 ) 
eodp.(~_~) e~dp.(~_lsA2 1 0 ... 0 
°•°  
e.-ldp.(~-l)A1 e.-l(O.(~-l) A . . . . . .  en-ldP"(~-l))A" 
e0¢.  (~_1) e, ~b.l(~_, ) 2 ., .  --en_ldPn,_l(~_ 1 
0, (~)¢ ,_~(o)  - ¢ i (o )¢ , _ , (~)  
Ai = for i = 1,. . . ,n 
and the corresponding eigenvectors are 
with fi a root of K,(z, a). 
Proofl For the proof we take into account a more general result concerning the orthogonality with 
respect o a regular nonhermitian functional [1 I]: 
"Let ~ be a regular nonhermitian functional• Let R L {q~, (z)}ne~ and the {¢n(z)} ,~ be R.M.O.P.S., 














whose eigenvectors are 
with ~ a root of q~n (z)R -. 
! 
. L )) e._, ¢. (0)0._,(0 
! 
en-,  
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In our case, if a # 0, Vn, d?,(a) # 0 and ~ = (z - a)u then we have: 
(])n+ 1(0~) (oR(o)__ (#n(~-I) 
dpR,(z)= k,(z,o~), e', = --e, ~n(O~) , (#n, (~_ 1 ) 
and 




ek_ (bR+,(Olq~L(o)= I ei 
ek~bk+l(~ - l  
eidp*(~-' ) )Ai+I 
for i----0 . . . .  , n -  1;k = 0 . . . .  , n - 1 and the result follows. [] 
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